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Le Lcol Richard Garon informe nos lecteurs
des changements de la dernière année au
2iéme Régiment d’artillerie de campagne : un
nouveau commandant, un nouveau SMR, et
deux nouveaux commandants de batterie.
Le souper régimentaire de la Sainte-Barbe a
eu lieu à Montréal, organisé par le 2 RCA. Les
quatre régiments d’artillerie du Québec : le 5
RALC (CFB Valcartier); le 2 RCA (Montréal);
le 6 RAC (Lévis); et le 62 RAC (Shawinigan) y
ont assisté. Chaque unité reçoit les autres à
tour de rôle. Cet esprit de collaboration se
retrouve aussi à travers les activités de
formation et les exercices des quatre unités.
Suite au grand succès d’Opération Husky
2013, Steve Gregory démarre un autre projet Operation
Remembrance:
The
Italian
Campaign. Un programme de dix ans qui fera
la suite d’Opération Husky 2013.
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Il y a aussi une campagne de financement en vue de retaper les
obusiers de l’artillerie canadienne sur le site de Juno Beach.
On trouve aussi un résumé du livre Counterinsurgency in
Modern Warfare. Il est possible que les Forces Armées
Canadiennes se retrouvent dans un rôle semblable dans ses
missions futures.
Nous reproduisons deux articles qui pourraient intéresser nos
lecteurs : une mise à niveau de l’obusier C3; et un nouveau fusil
de l’armée américaine le MXT135 Counter Defilade Target
Engagement System (avec une balle « intélligente »)
Ubique, votre observateur
LCol Richard Garon updates our readers on the many changes
that have occurred in the 2nd Field Regiment in the past year. A
new CO, new RSM and two new battery commanders.
We also have a report of the St-Barbara’s Day Mess Dinner
hosted this year by 2 RCA. The four Quebec gunner regiments:
5 RALC (CFB Valcartier); 2 RCA (Montreal); 6 RAC (Lévis); and
62 RAC (Shawinigan) take turns hosting this dinner. It marks
the spirit of cooperation that exists between the units for
training and exercises.
Steve Gregory fresh from the outstanding success of Operation
Husky 2013 has launched a new initiative - Operation
Remembrance: The Italian Campaign. This 10-year program
builds on the momentum created by Operation Husky 2013.
There is also a call for donations to refurbish the Artillery
Memorial on Juno Beach.
Included is a short review of a recent book Counterinsurgency in
Modern Warfare.
The Canadian Armed Forces may find
themselves in this role in future missions.
Two recent articles of interest to our readers have been
reprinted: The proposed upgrade to the C3 howitzer; and the
new rifle for the US Army - The MXT135 Counter Defilade
Target Engagement System (it uses a “smart bullet”).
Ubique, Your Observer
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Mot de l’équipe de commandement
Lcol Richard Garon - Cmdt 2nd Fd Regt

Adjuc Joao Barros - SMR 2nd Fd Regt

L’année 2013 fut fort occupée pour le Régiment. Depuis

giment en plus d’effectuer le recrutement et soutenir la

avril, les efforts ont été dirigés sur la reconstitution de

7e Batterie en campagne.

l’unité, une opération conduite en quatre phases. La
première action fut de mettre en place un leadership et
une chaîne de commandement impliqués. Au cours des
dernières années, l’unité avait subi de lourdes pertes au
point de vue de ses officiers et sous-officiers supérieurs.
Nous sommes désormais heureux d’annoncer que
presque tous les postes seniors de l’unité sont désormais comblés et que toutes les activités sont coordon-

La troisième phase est de s’assurer de la disponibilité
des ressources tant matérielles que financières. Au
cours des ans, nos capacités se sont effritées et nous
devons maintenant nous assurer de bien gérer la disponibilité de nos obusiers, nos finances, nos biens non
publics, ainsi que nos véhicules et équipements. Il s’agit
là de notre plus grand défi.

nées par notre commandant adjoint, major Sylvie Pelle-

Notre reconstitution sera complétée lorsque nous au-

tier.

rons mis à jour toutes nos procédures et que nos règles

La deuxième étape fut de restructurer l’unité pour faire
face à ses nombreux défis. Ainsi, la 7e Batterie sous le
commandement du major Carolyne Lamarre fut confirmée dans son rôle d’élément de mission et a pu se
concentrer sur la préparation et la conduite de l’entraînement collectif d’artillerie. La 50e Batterie, sous le
commandement du major Chantale Bérubé fut transformée en batterie de commandement et des services
afin de pouvoir appuyer toutes les activités du Ré-

de fonctionnement internes seront connues et appliquées par tous. Déjà, nous avons plus de 75 % de nos
objectifs de complétés grâce au dévouement et au travail acharné de notre personnel. Notre année se terminera donc sur une note positive, mais surtout sur une
hausse généralisée et d’une présence plus assidue des
membres de l’unité. L’avenir s’annonce prometteur,
même si de nombreux défis doivent encore être affrontés.
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Our Colours at Juno Beach, Normandy
BGen (ret’d) Ernest Beno
Your support is required!!
Our Guns in Normandy at the Juno Beach
Centre are in terrible condition. They need
repair and renovation. This year, being the
70th Anniversary of D Day will see more than
60,000 visitors to the Juno Beach Centre and
they are drawn to our guns like a magnet.
Many dignitaries will be there this year,
including the Governor General, the Prime
Minister
and maybe Royalty.
The 25
Pounder Field Gun and 40 mm Anti-Aircraft
Gun are rusted and deteriorating quickly.
These photos show the rust and continuous
corrosion which comes from the harsh
weather and sea-salt of the Normandy coast.
Take Pride in Our Colours!
3 BAM has agreed to deploy members this
spring to refurbish our guns. We also hope to
have two British Gunners (retired) work
under them, and also some French and Dutch
members of re-enactment groups. We would
appreciate your financial support to cover the
cost of materials (paint, tool rental, sandblasting, etc.,) and
the
travel and
accommodation costs of our volunteers.
Donations may be sent payable to 3 BAM and
mailed to :
ASSOCIATION DE L’ARTILLERIE DE MONTRÉAL
ARTILLERY ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL
C.P. 40557, 2963 boul. St.-Charles, Kirkland, Québec
H9H 5G8

A Charitable Receipt will be sent for the full
amount of your donation.
Yes, we all get called upon many times for
many worthwhile initiatives. But, we cannot
let the thousands of visitors to Normandy see
our Colours in the condition they are in.
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Saint-Barbara’s Dinner 2013
The 2nd Field Artillery Regiment held Saturday, December 7 the traditional gala dinner in
honor of St. Barbara, the patron saint of gunners, engineers, firefighters, and all those who
handle explosives. It is customary, since the
twelfth century, to celebrate her birthday in order to be protected from lightning and explosions. This tradition continues today in the Canadian military by sharing a meal between representatives of the various regular and reserve
force artillery units. This event normally takes
place in the Montreal area only once every four
years. For this special occasion, the gunners
from the province gathered at the Atwater Club
around a very special guest speaker, Lieutenant
General the Honorable Roméo Dallaire, senator,
well known Gunner and hero. In addition to
the 200 soldiers present for the occasion, the
Westmount community was represented by
Councillor Patrick Martin, Jeff Drummond from
Les Amis de la montagne, Steve Gregory from
Company Canada and 3 BAM, and Honorary
Colonel Charles De Kovachich.
The 2nd Field Artillery Regiment, Montreal, the
Mont Royal, and Westmount are linked by a
unique historical heritage dating back to the
War of 1812, when citizens voluntarily formed
an artillery battery to repel the impending invasion from our southern neighbors. In 1862, Major Alexander Stevenson, who was also a city
councilor, hoisted the guns of the unit on Mount
Royal and fired an artillery salute to demonstrate the accessibility of the mountain. This
action convinced the city to buy the mountain,
and to create a park to preserve it for future
generations. Over the years, thousands of local
citizens volunteered in the regiment, its associated and perpetuated units, such as the Westmount Field Battery, to repel the Fenian raid of
1864, to support the soldiers during the Great
war, to storm the beaches of Normandy or Italy
during World War II, to keep the peace and help
restore stability in war-torn countries such as
Bosnia and Afghanistan, or to help Canadians
during disasters, such as the 1998 ice storm and
floods in Montérégie in 2011.

Lieutenant-General Roméo Dallaire and Westmount City Councillor
Patrick Martin during Sainte-Barbara’s Dinner at the Atwater Club,
December 7, 2013. Photo Gary Menten.

Steve Gregory awarded the title of honorary gunner.
Photo Gary Menten.
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Saint-Barbara’s Dinner 2013 (Cont’d)

Former 2nd Field Artillery Regiment commanding officers, from left to right: Col Michel Pronkin, Col William Cloutier, LCol Jacques
Borne, Col David Patterson, LCol Normand Bernier, LGen the honorable Roméo Dallaire (Guest of Honour), Col Thomas Stafford,
LCol Steven Goldberg, LCol Richard Garon (current CO). Photo Gary Menten.

2nd Field has a new RSM

Joao Barros enlisted in the 2nd Field Regiment,
RCA on September 16, 1975.
He has served as acting RSM since 2011.
CWO Barros was officially appointed as RSM on
September 14, 2013 once he received the rank of
CWO.
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Operation Remembrance:The Italian Campaign
During World War II, over 93,000 Canadian soldiers
took part in the Italian Campaign. The soldiers suffered
more than 25,000 casualties of which 6,000 lost their
lives. These soldiers are buried in 19 military
cemeteries throughout Italy. Despite the importance of
the Canadian contribution to the Liberation of Italy,
according to research by Humber College in 2013, 91%
of Canadians are not familiar with this compelling story
of Canadian courage and sacrifice.
The Italian Campaign was by far the largest and most
costly campaign for the Canadian Forces during WWII.
This part of WWII is not well known and has been
called the ‘forgotten war’ and our soldiers who fought
there "the D Day Dodgers".
Many Italian Canadians, witnessed the bravery and
sacrifice of those who gave their lives to promote
freedom and democracy. However most Italians have
also seen Canada’s role and history absorbed into the
American and British versions of events such that, even
in towns liberated by Canadians, common lore often
attributes the liberation to Americans.
Canadian and Italian historians are looking for
opportunities to reconcile a complex historical context
and remember the sacrifices of their military and
citizens during the Second World War. With dwindling
live memories, this effort is of particular importance at
the juncture of the 70th anniversary of WWII.
Mission
Operation Remembrance has as its mission to honour
those Canadians and Italians who died during the
Second World War by initiating and developing a multifaceted ten-year plan of Bi-National remembrance
activities and resources that bridge our military and
educational communities and create heightened
awareness about the role of the Canadians in Italy.
Peace through Valour Monument Initiative
Spearheaded by Canadian Senator, The Honourable
Consiglio Di Nino, a campaign was launched to tell the
story and honour those Canadian soldiers who served
and those who perished during those dark years in the
history of Italy.
To this end, the Peace Through Valour (PTV), project is
raising funds for a permanent monument dedicated to
the Canadian Veterans of the Italian campaign in

Nathan Phillips Square in the City of Toronto. The
monument will be a tribute to all those who helped
liberate Italy and their families; a tribute that will
ensure their story is told and will serve as a reminder of
the history and the significance of the valour of so many
young Canadians. The monument will be unveiled
either Fall 2014 or Spring 2015.
Additionally, PTV aims at placing replicas of this
monument in many of the towns in Italy which are near
the cemeteries in which Canadian soldiers are buried.
PTV will continue to develop the web site which
documents the individual stories of the soldiers and
their regiments and publish a book commemorating the
events which took place 70 years ago and since. The
Italian Campaign will no longer be ‘forgotten’.
The Story of Gino Farnetti-Bragaglia
In June 1944, following a deadly battle between
Canadian and German Armoured units in the town of
Torrice, near Frosinone, members of a Canadian
Transport Unit conducting re-supply tasks found an
almost naked little Italian boy close to the battle ruins.
His stomach was bloated so badly that he resembled a
bowling pin. His name was ‘Gino’ and he was five years
old. After caring for his wounds and giving him food, the
Canadian soldiers determined that this little boy was
now an orphan and there was no one who had any way
of feeding him. Most villagers were destitute: it was far
better for him to stay with the Canadians.
Three Canadian soldiers - Lloyd 'Red' Oliver, Paul
Hagen and Mert Massey took him under their wings
and became his mentors and tutors. He was given a
uniform, promoted to Corporal and became the mascot
of the Company. Red taught Gino the English alphabet,
numbers and the Bible. The little boy learnt quickly and
very soon he was able to speak English and go round the
camp in his little bicycle as a dispatch rider. He went
North with his Canadian friends and spent Christmas
1944 in Ravenna. In February 1945 it was time to leave
Italy and join the rest of the Canadian Army in Western
Europe. Gino could not accompany his Canadian
mentors and was eventually left near Ravenna and
adopted by a local family. Gino did not have a birth
certificate or any other documents. He went to school,
but he could not be enrolled because no one knew his
real name or date or place of birth. He was a real person
but, in legal terms, he did not exist. Only in 1954 the
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court gave him the name of Gino Farnetti and after
ten years from the day when he was rescued, he did
exist, albeit with an adopted name!
Just over three years ago, through the work of a
researcher and writer from Bagnacavallo (near
Ravenna) by the name of Mariangela Rondinelli,
together with her War Time Friends and collaborators
(Paolo Sbarbada, Maurizio Federico, Costantino
Jadecola and Italo-Canadian Gianni Blasi), the
complete story of Gino began to take form. They were
able to trace Gino, meet him, and talk to his Canadian
friends Paul and Lloyd and to Mrs Rina Farneti.
Thanks to the many documents Gino had gathered
and to the contribution of many friends, they were
able to tell the detailed story of Gino from that day in
June 1944 when he was rescued by Canadian soldiers.
On December 16th 2012 an official ceremony was held
at the Torrice Council Chamber and Gino was given
the honorary citizenship of the town. He is now a
happy soul: he has found his roots.
The Proposed Ten-Year Project of Bi-National
Remembrance Activities: Operation Remembrance
Beginning in the early summer of 2014, project
organizers will undertake four activities designed to
promote, support and integrate with Italian
remembrance activities and lay a foundation for
student and community outreach activities in Canada
and Italy.
Intensive launch activities will bring awareness to the
role of the Canadians in Italy to the Italo-Canadian
community in Canada and promote a planned
monument to the fallen in Italy in Toronto and an
annual remembrance tour and educational program
for Canadian and Italian high-school students.
1: The Gino Farnetti Story Told to Canadians
Operation Remembrance organizers plan to bring
Gino and key researchers of his story to Canada, 1424 June 2014, during the 70th anniversary of those
tragic events in June 1944 so that he can personally
thank Canadians for having saved him. A book
recounting his story will also be unveiled at this time.
2: Annual Historical Conference and Student
Tour
Beginning in 2014, Operation Remembrance proposes
to join Canadian and Italian educators and students
in remembrance activities and bring Canadian
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participants where feasible to towns, cemeteries and
battlefields in Italy to conduct remembrance activities.
Formalise the development of a bi-national
committee will be called: "Operazione ricordano –
Operation Remembrance". This group will consist of
historians and educators from Canada and Italy.
They will be invited to participate in an annual
historical conference and exchange at the Canadian
Embassy in Rome.
Connect Italian students with Canadian students
and engage our youth with a unique opportunity to
learn and share with students from another country.
Assemble a website to support educators here in
Canada and create an opportunity for student
exchange for remembrance projects and activities.
The website will be designed for students and
teachers in Canada and Italy.
Organize and promote an eight day tour of key towns,
battlefields and cemeteries throughout Italy. Using
the network of Italian contacts, supporters and
government officials that contributed to the success
of Operation Husky 2013, organize a different agenda
each year. These varied agendas will ensure that
each of the major towns liberated by Canadians will
benefit socially and economically. Ceremonies for this
tour will be coordinated and de-conflicted with the
November 4th Italian remembrance activities visited
each year.
3. Monument Unveiling and Delivery or Replicas in
Italy
In the fall of 2014, the Peace Through Valour monument
to the Canadians who fought and died in Italy will be
unveiled. Replicas will be made available to Italian towns
located close to one of the 20 War cemeteries in which
Canadian soldiers are buried. The unveiling of the Peace
through Valour Monument Replicas in Italian towns is
expected to proceed in 2015
Operation Remembrance will participate in promotional
activities for the unveiling and integrate the unveiling of
the monument into its education activities.
4. Completion of the Operation Husky Educational
Documentary
Max Fraser of Max Fraser Video Productions completed
three weeks of filming on location in Sicily in the summer
of 2013. In addition pre-march interviews were conducted
with many of the marchers and organizers.
Continued on page 8
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Operation Remembrance:The Italian Campaign (Cont’d)
This documentary will be marketed to students and teachers and supported by online educational tools developed
by Canadian Geographic. Completion of the documentary is expected for the fall of 2014.
Contact information:
Steve Gregory
steve@isaix.com
Tony Battista
tonlinbattista@rogers.com

514-919-5858
613-493-0078

Sheldrake’s Note: Colonel Tony Battista retired recently from the RCAF. As Military Attaché at our Embassy in Rome, Tony
played a key role in the organization of Operation Husky 2013

Steve Gregory with Prime Minister Stephen
Harper and Italian Prime Minister Enrico Letta

Steve Gregory receiving a citation from
Lieutenant-General J.M.M. Hainse, CMM,
MSC, CD, Commander Canadian Army.
Also present is Chief Warrant Officer
Michael Hornbrook, MMM, CD
Canadian Army Sergeant Major
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3BAM Fires Up the 17th Annual Célébration des Tuques Bleues
Sgt (Ret’d) Gary Menten
Montreal - The 3rd Montreal Field Battery of Artillery (3BAM) fired the starting guns for the 17th annual
Célebration des Tuques Bleue on the evening of February 20th. The event is a snowshoe race organized by Les
Amis de La Montagne, and harking back to the snowshoe races originally held by the Montreal Snowshoe Club in
the 1840’s.
While 3BAM fired the starting guns, the 2nd Field Regiment’s CO, LCol Richard Garon, the RSM, CWO Joao
Barros, and Honourary Colonel, Col (H) Charles de Kovachich participated in the race on behalf of the 2nd Field
Regiment. As no driver was available for the 3BAM FAT, the regiment also provided a vehicle and drivers to tow
the 3BAM gun to Smith House where the race began. At the insistence of 3BAM’s photographer, Sgt (ret) Gary
Menten, the gun selected for the shoot was 3BAM’s MkII gun as the gun’s muzzle brake would create a spectacular
T-shaped flash which was beautifully captured with a half-second exposure.
3BAM members who participated in the event include CWO (ret) Gilles Aube, LCol’s (ret) Jacques Borne and Yvon
Begin, MWO (Ret) Tom Savoie, Sgt (Ret) Gary Menten, LSgt’s Michel Lapointe, Marco-Antoine Gervais-Hotte,
Denis Dumas and William Gallant. We were also joined for the event by two officer cadets from the Royal Military
College (St-Jean) who became acquainted with our Sunray during last summer’s trip to Sicily.
After doing our bit for Les Amis de la Montagne, 3BAM retired back to CDN armoury for a party hosted by Capt
(Ret) Maurice Noreau. The 2nd Field Regiment was very kind in allowing us to use the combined Officers and Snr
NCO’s mess for the event. The party was also attended by several 3BAM members who had been unable to
participate in the shoot, as well as the Regiment’s CO, Honourary Colonel and RSS Warrant Officer and finally,
Mr. Stephen Gregory. The evening was a smashing success from beginning to end and a great way for 3BAM to
start the new year.
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UN Security Council Upholds Schools as Safe Zones
for Children in Armed Conflict
doctrine for dealing with child soldiers in the
battlefield despite the fact that security forces are
often the first point of contact. This resolution is the
first to call on Member States to develop guidelines
that better equip security forces in the face of a child
soldier.”

N e w Y o r k C i t y , 7 M a r c h 2 0 1 4 - Today, the
UN Security Council adopted a resolution urging all
parties in armed conflict around the world to respect
and protect schools from attacks and use by armed
forces or groups. In situations of armed conflict, schools
are often targeted for strategic purposes, such as for
training and recruitment, or used as barracks,
detention centers, and weapons and ammunition
storage.
“Today, the Security Council sent a message that
schools are protected zones of peace and not battle
grounds,” said Eva Smets, Executive Director of
Watchlist on Children and Armed Conflict. “This is the
first time that the Security Council has provided
concrete recommendations to Member States on how to
prevent the military use of schools, which puts children
at unacceptable risk of physical injury and death and
inhibits their right to education.”
Resolution S/RES/2143 (2014) was unanimously
adopted by the Security Council at an Open Debate on
Children and Armed Conflict, hosted by Luxembourg.
The resolution also calls for increased preparedness of
the security sector, including mainstreaming child
protection issues into military training, standard
operating procedures and rules of engagement. General
Roméo Dallaire, former force commander of the UN
Peacekeeping Mission in Rwanda and founder of the
Roméo Dallaire Child Soldiers Initiative, an associate
member of Watchlist, welcomes this language, “No
country has yet developed coherent policies or military

While Watchlist welcomes this resolution, the
organization regrets the lack of references to
violations committed by armed non-state actors.
“Forty-six out of fifty-five, or eighty-four percent, of
actors listed in the Secretary-General’s 12th Annual
Report on Children and Armed Conflict are non-state
armed groups. It is crucial that the Security Council
includes these groups when discussing ways to
improve the protection of children,” said Smets.
“Watchlist has repeatedly called for UN Member
States to allow the UN unconditional access to armed
non-state actors for the purpose of signing and
implementing action plans to end violations against
children. We hope to see this language reflected in
future resolutions.”
This was one of two Open Debates on Children and
Armed Conflict in 2014, a first in the history of the
Children and Armed Conflict Agenda at the Security
Council. The next Open Debate is expected to occur in
the months following the publication of the SecretaryGeneral’s 13th Annual Report on Children and Armed
Conflict, which will list government forces and armed
groups who have committed violations against
children between January and December 2013.
Former child soldier from Sierra Leone,Alhaji Babah
Sawaneh, was asked to address the Council and the
French Ambassador made special mention of General
Dallaire in his remarks, noting: “Nous rendons
hommage au Général Dallaire pour son nouvel
engagement”
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US, Canada partner to upgrade Canadian howitzer
January 28, 2014 By Audra Calloway
Source: http://www.army.mil/article/118704/U_S___Canada_partner_to_upgrade_Canadian_howitzer/

The Canadian Army uses the C3 howitzers for training,
although they use the 155 mm M777 in combat. The
operation procedures for towed howitzers are similar, but
105 mm ammunition is cheaper than 155 mm
ammunition.
"We take a lot of time to train before going into operations,
so this reduces cost," Lebel said.
AVALANCHE CONTROL

Photo Credit: Todd Mozes
Kenneth Whitnall, Canadian Army Life Cycle material
manager for 105 mm Howitzer Fleets, explains to members of
the Armament Research, Development and Engineering
Center how to conduct maintenance on the C3 Howitzer

PICATINNY ARSENAL, N.J. (Jan. 28, 2014) -- The
Canadian Army has enlisted the help of Picatinny
engineers to evaluate the life-span of their World
War II-era C3 Howitzer.
"We are looking for engineering data that,
unfortunately, we're missing right now," said
Canadian Army Maj. David Lebel, Equipment
Management team leader for Field Artillery
Systems.
The C3 Howitzer is a 1950's technology that the
Canadian Army is trying to keep in service for ten or
11 more years.
"The fleet is now about 60 years old, and after it was
modified to fit Canadian needs, we didn't think at
that time to have the contractor provide engineering
data -- to check the rail forces or validate the forces
that are applied to the structure, either while it's
firing or while it's being towed," Lebel explained.
"Now that it's been around for 60 years, we're
starting to experience a few cracks here and there,
but we can't explain how these cracks are being
made. We need to be able to find solutions without
having to ground the fleet for a long amount of time."

In addition to training purposes, the C3 is also used for
avalanche control in the snow-covered Canadian
mountains.
"There's a stretch of highway in the (Canadian) Rockies
called Rogers Pass, which is in Glacier National Park,"
Lebel explained.
"Because of the mountains' elevation, there's about 300
inches of snow during winter, and it's very prone to
avalanches," Lebel said. "We've got a detachment from the
Royal Canadian Artillery with [C3 Howitzers] ready to
support Parks Canada in managing the dangers on the
main road of Roger's pass. Once Parks Canada gives us the
go ahead, we shoot to stabilize the area, which means
sometimes we do create an avalanche so that we can
shovel the snow out."
DISCOVERING DEFICIENCIES
Picatinny's Program Executive Office Ammunition, known
as PEO Ammo, employees, with help from Armament
Research, Development and Engineering Center, or
ARDEC, engineers, is conducting an analysis of the
stresses of the C3 Howitzer in order to support the
howitzer's life cycle, said Luke Helsel, ARDEC's C3
Evaluation team lead.
The team will conduct a series of tests over the next year
to determine potential problems that could occur
throughout the system.
"We're going to do analysis to help the Canadian Army
find those problems in advance," said Helsel. "It helps
them better predict areas to target for inspections or to
Continued on page 12
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US, Canada partner to upgrade Canadian howitzer
(Cont’d)
perform upgrades. Sometimes that can be a challenge
when looking at a design that was done years ago, and
has no support from the original contractor."
The data packages for the howitzer are from the 1940s,
and they have been updated through the 1980s, but
there's no subject matter expert to refer to for
questions.
"It's fascinating to look at the older style of design, and
to see what we can do to support them maintain their
fleet for the next couple of years," said Helsel. "Some of
these slick things they did back then are good to look at
now. The old design can inspire us for modern work and
working on this project we can discover new analysis
techniques that we can use here for the M119 or M777."
A gun was recently shipped to Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Md., for mobility trials. In April, it will be
transferred to Yuma Proving Ground, Ariz., for firing
trials.
At Aberdeen, engineers will instrument the gun with
strain gauges to measure the amount the metal is being
pulled while towing the gun. The gun will also be towed
around a series of courses over hills and other terrain
while recording data from the gauges.
"Then, using that data, we can predict virtually what
the strain is throughout the whole carriage," said Hesel.
"After that, we can come back and figure out where we
think the other high strain areas are and perform
another test to confirm our analysis."
At Yuma, engineers will do similar testing while firing
the howitzers at different elevations and azimuths.
"This will give us the engineering technical argument to
pursue the direction we need to," Lebel said. "Hopefully,
we'll be able to find a few simple, small fixes to extend
the lifecycle without having to re-engineering big
assemblies on the gun."
The Canadian Army currently has almost 100 deployed
across Canada, and the process for replacing the
howitzers with newer models could take up to two
decades.

"We can't stop every unit from training six months
while we're scratching our heads trying to decide how to
solve the problem. So by giving us the technical data
that we're looking for, ARDEC is really making our job
that much more easy either to do preventive
maintenance that's much more accurate on potential
failure locations. And should there be a failure, they'll
be enough engineering data to put together a solution
that won't take us four or five months to get to."
"At this point, we know there are problems, but I don't
think there's going to be one solution to fix them all.
We're gonna have to choose the problem that's the most
risky and go about it in a deliberate fashion. But there
could be many conclusions," Lebel said.
FRIENDLY RELATIONS
"The reason Canada came to us is that we have a great
working relationship," said David Wong, Foreign
Military Sales manager for PEO Ammo's Project
Manager Towed Artillery Systems.
"Canada purchased 37 of our M777 155mm howitzers,
so they know us and the capabilities and resources we
have. This project extends the good working
relationship we've had for seven years," Wong said.
In addition, the Department of National Defence,
especially the Director of Armament Sustainment
Program Management, has benefited on several aspects
of howitzer maintenance and support from both Project
Manager Towed Artillery Systems expertise and
Picatinny's resources, Lebel added.
Picatinny also recently updated their M119 Howitzer
fleet, which required similar data collection and
engineering processes.
Note from Sheldrake: This news item was also reprinted in the
Vancouver Artillery Association News
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Counterinsurgency in Modern Warfare
Daniel Marston, Carter Malkasian
Osprey Publishing, 2010

The subject of this book, Counterinsurgency in Modern
Warfare, should be of interest to many of the readers
of Sheldrake’s Log.
Through history armies of occupation and civil power
have been repeatedly faced with the challenges of insurgency. The recent involvement of the Canadian
Armed Forces in Afghanistan has highlighted this
form of conflict in the modern world. Armies, sometimes reluctantly, have had to adopt new doctrines
and tactics to deal with the problems of insurgency
and diverse counterinsurgency strategies have been
developed. These have ranged from conventional military operations to a combination of military and political strategy including propaganda, Psy-Ops, and other
approaches. The Canadian Armed Forces are likely to
find themselves in a counterinsurgency operation in
the future.
In Counterinsurgency in Modern Warfare, 14 contributors examine developments in counterinsurgency from
the early 20th century to the present. Each author, an
expert in his field, discusses in depth the conduct and
outcomes of operations across the globe, including the
Arab-Israeli conflict, Afghanistan and Iraq, and draws
out the lessons to be learned from them.
The authors identify successful counterinsurgency
methods (the minority of the campaigns in this book)
and unsuccessful methods (the majority of the campaigns). As the book was published in 2010, the analysis of Afghanistan and Iraq is incomplete. The book
nevertheless makes interesting reading.
For those readers who live in Québec, the electronic
(ePub) version of Counterinsurgency in Modern Warfare is available through the online lending facility of
the Bibliothèque Nationale du Québec: https://
www.banq.qc.ca/formulaires/abonnement/index.html?
language_id=1
Those readers who live in other provinces may be able
to obtain an electronic copy through their local library
if the library offers the Overdrive service: http://
omc.overdrive.com/

Copies in paperback or Kindle version may also be obtained from: http://www.amazon.ca/
Chapter 1 In Aid of the Civil Power: Britain in South
Africa 1900-1902; Ireland (1919-1922); and Palestine
1916-48
Chapter 2 Counterinsurgency in the Philippines 18981954: (Ramon Magsaysay 1950-54 – a successful campaign)
Chapter 3 Few carrots and lots of sticks Germany antipartisan warfare in World War II: Soviet Union and occupied France
Chapter 4 French Imperial Warfare 1945-62: Indochina;
and Algeria
Chapter 5 From Search and Destroy to Hearts and Minds
Malaya 1948-60: (General Sir Gerald Templar – a successful campaign)
Chapter 6 Counter Insurgency in Vietnam: USA 1950 to
1975
Chapter 7 Red Wolves and British Lions: Aden 1960s
Chapter 8 Britain’s Longest War: Northern Ireland 1967
to 2007
Chapter 9 The British Counterinsurgency Campaign in
Dhofar 1965-75: (winning Hearts and Minds)
Chapter 10 Countering the Chimurenga Rhodesia 196280
Chapter 11 Columbia versus the FARC 1998-2010 (a successful campaign)
Chapter 12 The Israel Defense Force and the Al-AQSA
Intifada 2000-2005
Chapter 13 Realizing the extent of our errors and forging
the road ahead Afghanistan 2001-2010
Chapter 14 Counterinsurgency in Iraq 2003-2010
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New U.S. Army Rifle
http://www.militaryfirearm.com/Forum/showthread.php?29217-The-MXT135-Counter-Defilade-Target-Engagement-System

breaking cover to fire occasionally.
The weapon's laser finder would work out how far away
the enemy was and then the U.S. Soldier would add one
meter using a button near the trigger.
When fired, the explosive round would carry exactly one
meter past the wall and explode with the force of a hand
grenade above the Taliban fighter.
The army's project manager for new weapons, Douglas
Tamilio, said: ''This is the first leap-ahead technology for
troops that we've been able to develop and deploy."
The MXT135 Counter Defilade Target Engagement
System has a range of roughly 7,800 feet - and is to be
deployed in Afghanistan soon. Some would call it the
"Equalizer." Some call it the "Punisher".
The rifle's gun sight uses a laser range finder to
determine the exact distance to the obstruction, after
which the soldier can add or subtract up to 10 meters
from that distance to enable the bullets to clear the
barrier and explode above or beside the target.
Soldiers will be able to use them to target snipers
hidden in trenches rather than calling in air strikes.
The 35-millimeter round contains a chip that receives
a radio signal from the gun sight as to the precise
distance to the target.
Lt. Col. Christopher Lehner, project manager for the
system, described the weapon as a 'game-changer'
that other nations will try and copy.

A patent granted to the bullet's maker, Alliant Tech
systems, reveals that the chip can determine how far it
has traveled. Mr. Tamilio said: "You could shoot a Javelin
missile, and it would cost about $69,000. These rounds
will end up costing $45.00 apiece."
They're relatively cheap. Lehner added: "This is a gamechanger. The enemy has learned to get cover, for
hundreds if not thousands of years. Well, they can't do
that anymore.
We're taking that cover from them and there's only two
outcomes: We're going to get you behind that cover or
force you to flee." The rifle will initially use highexplosive rounds, but its makers say that it might later
use versions with smaller explosive charges that aim to
stun rather than kill.

The Army plans to buy 42,500 of the MXT135 rifles
this year, enough for every member of the infantry
and special forces, at a cost of $11,900.00 each.
Lehner told Fox News: "With this weapon system, we
take away cover from [enemy targets] forever. Tactics
are going to have to be rewritten. The only thing we
can see [enemies] being able to do is run away."
Experts say the rifle means that enemy troops will no
longer be safe if they take cover. The MXT135
appears to be the perfect weapon for street-to-street
fighting that troops in Afghanistan have to engage in,
with enemy fighters hiding behind walls and only
Continued on page 15
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What one of the revolutionary bullets looks like that can be preprogrammed to explode to hit troops that are hiding

Help restore our colours at Juno Beach
Your support is required!!
We would appreciate your financial support. Donations
may be sent payable to 3 BAM and mailed to :
ASSOCIATION DE L’ARTILLERIE DE MONTRÉAL
ARTILLERY ASSOCIATION OF MONTREAL
C.P. 40557, 2963 boul. St.-Charles, Kirkland, Québec
H9H 5G8
A Charitable Receipt will be sent for the full amount of
your donation.
Read page 3 for details.

